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Hoba Steel complements these two elements in the 

SPIN Tiles range with their  functionality. Since 1987 Hoba 

Steel manufactures SPIN tiles with modular size systems 

and individual shapes for the professional use. 

We are able to collaborate with our clients and develop 

innovative ways to translate their needs. SPIN tiles with 

the highest quality and design attributes, for your cut-

ting-edge and innovative ideas. 

The intelligent technology used on the material, the pos-

sibility of numerous and individual shapes and not least 

the functionality are some of the reasons why SPIN is 

a  part of building constructions in both the urban areas 

and in the residential section.

STAGING + RATIONALITYSTAGING + RATIONALITY

SPIN StainlessSteel Tiles
Quality made in Germany



04 NATIONAL LIBRARY OF FRANCE PARIS
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The dimensions of a room are determined by the archi-

tectural form, but also by the characteristics and the de-

sign of the surfaces. By reflecting the light, SPIN releases 

the effect of the light in the architecture. 

With the geometric basic forms and  in seamless tiles 

SPIN enables a clear structure and lends a sense of di-

rection. The area becomes a masterpiece with value.

DIMENSION + PRODUCTIONDIMENSION + PRODUCTION
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The moment of reflection creates space on the SPIN 

surface, making visible only the size of the modules SPIN 

supports. The wide ranges of SPIN finishes in combi- 

nation with various other materials are conducive to the 

spatial concept of the room. The material is a key ele-

ment to the design from the very first idea.

REFLECTION + REDUCTIONREFLECTION + REDUCTION
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The production of the SPIN tiles with a high-end quality 

and with the possibility of free forms and sizes as ele-

ments of the surrounding architecture grants an innova-

tive creativity - an individual cutting-edge floor and wall 

design. 

Even for exceptional stairways the tile manufacture of 

Hoba Steel creates building materials of elegance and 

durability.

FORM + SIZEFORM + SIZE
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In the fascinating stores and showrooms people are exci-

ted about the SPIN stainless and Ferrite steel modules with 

their large format design. The interplay between the forms, 

the light and the material works throughout the retail spa-

ce. It spans spaces or emphasizes the solitary relevance of 

an area. Used strategically, SPIN sculpts the floors and the 

walls without breaking them up; an ideal support for crea-

ting brand identity in a three-dimensional way.

STORE + DESIGNSTORE + DESIGN
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SPIN meets the requirements of style and function for 

sophisticated living. Used exclusively or in combination 

with wood or other wall and floor coverings the steel tiles 

with their many faceted surfaces create gentle accents 

in the  living area. 

At the same time they are functional and slip-resistant, 

easy to clean and suitable for  floor heating. The glea-

ming appearance is an expression of individuality, endu-

ring in its visual perfection.

STYLE + FUNCTIONSTYLE + FUNCTION
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The masterful interplay of materials reveals a host 

of opportunities for a skillful staging of surfaces. 

SPIN Mosaic and SPIN Parquet are further pro-

fessional options thanks to their modular size 

system and to the wide range of the tile shapes.

PERFECTION + TRADITIONPERFECTION + TRADITION
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With inimitable colour gradients derived from iron and a 

lively character it is perfect for all interior design. The sur-

face is unique and regarded as an industrial craft. 

As a natural product and as an extremely resistant ma-

terial Ferrit steel tiles are the perfect choice for timeless 

loft-living, industrial-style architecture and innovative, 

trend-setting projects.

T ILE + FERRITETILE + FERRITE



 PLAN

 OVAL-MATT

 BIGPOINT

 FERRIT
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PLAN

OVAL

SAND

BIGPOINT

TITANO GOLD

CROCO

DOMO

FERRIT

 SAFE

Square

Rectangle

Triangle

Polygon

Hexagon

Oktagon

 GEOMETRIES

4,8 x 59,8 cm

9,8 x 59,8 cm

14,8 x 59,8 cm

19,8 x 59,8 cm

29,8 x 59,8 cm

59,8 x 119,8 cm

15 / 20 / 30 / 60 / 120 x 120 cm | 120 x 240 cm

19,8 x 19,8 cm

29,8 x 29,8 cm

59,8 x 59,8 cm

 BASIC SIZES FLOOR COVERINGS

 PROJECT SUPPORT

 
BASIC SIZES TILES

 
SURFACES



 DOMO

 SAND

 CROCO
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PLAN

OVAL

SAND

BIGPOINT

TITANO GOLD

CROCO

DOMO

FERRIT

1,0 / 1,5 / 2,2 / 3,1 x 60 cm

3,1 x 3,1 cm | 4,8 x 4,8 cm | 9,8 x 9,8 cm

5,1 x 29,8 / 30 / 59,8 / 60 / 119,8 / 120 cm

 BASIC SIZES MOSAIC

 BASIC SIZES SKIRTING BOARDS

Tiles and floor coverings

Mosaics

Guiding systems for visually impaired

Stair cladding

Showers

Skirting boards

Borders

 PRODUCTS

 BORDERS

 SKIRTING BOARDS

 MOSAIC
PLAN

 MOSAIC
PLAN/LONGLINE

 MOSAIC
TITANO GOLD



is a registered trademark of

HOBA STEEL GmbH
Huckarder Straße 113

D-44147 Dortmund
phone +49 (0) 231 18 99 98-0

E-Mail info@hoba-steel.de
www.hoba-steel.de


